


The acrobatic spectacle from the masters of 
motion theatre:  PUSH Physical Theatre’s 
adaptation of Bram Stoker’s 1897 horror 
novel, Dracula, is like nothing audiences have 
ever seen. With the addition of respected 
Rochester writer, Danny Hoskins, PUSH 
Physical Theatre’s DRACULA is not only 
an experiment in true collaboration, but 
a daring departure from the 
award-winning company’s usual 
‘silent treatment.’ By combining 
PUSH’s speechless artistry with 
traditional dialogue-driven 
theatre, the collaborators have 
created a ground-breaking, 
thrilling and unforgettable ride 
into the warped world of one of 
literature’s most famous villains.

In his hunt for immortality, 
Renfield stumbles upon the 
Amulet of the Vampir, a lost 
jewel buried in the legend of 
Dracula, The Master. Caged in a 
cell and under the watchful eye 
of The Doctor, Renfield uncovers 
the secrets of eternal life as a 
mysterious Maiden arrives at 
the asylum. As the ties that bind 
the living and the dead begin to 
unravel, the lines between heroes 
and the devil begin to blur.

“To watch 
(PUSH) writhe 
in a squirming 

mass to the eerie 
music of ‘Dead 

Can Dance’
rendered the 

orgy scenes in 
HBO’s popular

True Blood
squalid and
uninspired

in comparison.”

PUSH plays it all, from Renfield – the tortured 
soul from whose point of view the classic 
story of seduction, desire and madness is told 
– to the incomparable Darren Stevenson as 
Dracula himself. They transform into all of 
the set pieces: tables, chairs, lamps…even 
bringing to life the impossible imaginings 
of twisted minds. Stunning lighting, 

interactive video projection 
and sound design complete the 
spellbinding, cinematic-like 
masterpiece.

PUSH Physical Theatre’s 
DRACULA began – as all 
of PUSH’s work does – 
with guided improvisation. 
The following months of 
collaborative exploration 
resulted in a 10-minute “trailer” 
during PUSH’s May, 2009 run 
at the prestigious Geva Theatre 
Center in Rochester, NY. Two 
workshop performances of 
DRACULA followed during 
Geva’s “What’s Next: Festival of 
New Theatre” in June, 2009. The 
piece made its world premiere at 
Geva in October of 2009 to rave 
reviews and sold-out crowds.

s
– Casey Carlson,

     City Newspaper
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It was only during the second week of perform-
ing the title role in DRACULA that I realized 
what, for me, the play was about. I had thought 
that I knew already, of course. My first trip to 

the theatre at 10 years old was 
to see Dracula at The Theatre 
Royal in Plymouth, England. I 
was terrified and completely ab-
sorbed by the magic of the play. 
The illusion had such a massive 

effect on me that the experience lived on into 
adulthood. PUSH’s DRACULA asks questions 
about life and death, spirituality, sexuality and 
moral absolutes. It’s about the nature of fear. 
I’m an adult, I don’t believe in ghosts, and I’m 
educated enough to know that, statistically, the 
chances of anything human or animal attacking 
me are pretty slim. But still, when I walk in the 
woods at night, I’m gripped by that knot in the 
pit of my stomach and panic rises, threatening 
to overtake me. My emotions don’t care what 
my brain knows. What if there was an abso-

lutely evil entity? The vampire…Dracula. Does 
it matter whether you believe or not? Does he 
care?

When I first heard the music for Dracula’s se-
duction of The Woman, I thought our Sound 
Designer Dan Roach had missed by a mile.

 “This is all wrong,” I said. “This sounds too ro-
mantic. Dracula is evil; he only wants to kill.” 

I’m very glad Dan disagreed with me. As of-
ten happens when you work with such talented 
people, I ended up trusting Dan’s instincts over 
my own. Even though I was sure he was wrong, 
we went with his selection. So, during that sec-
ond week of performances, as I listened to the 
music while playing the seduction (with my 
real-life wife and partner, Heather Stevenson), 
it hit me: Dracula thinks he’s in love! That’s 
the tragedy here.  As an actor you have to have 
some connection to the character you’re playing, 
some glimmer of empathy no matter how rep-

rehensible he may be. But I’d made the 
rookie mistake of approaching 

the part as a two-dimen-
sional representation 
of evil – all clever 
movement tricks 
and physicality. 

The line between 
love and obsession is 

difficult to detect when you’re in one or 
the other. The great love songs say, “I 
need you.” If I really love, though, can I 
let go? Or, do I need that person so des-

perately that I’m willing to ruin her in 
order to have her? In PUSH’s Dracula, The 

Man lives, in counterpoint to Dracula, with the 
one goal that overrides everything else: to serve 
The Woman.  Dracula’s desire is rapacious, can-
nibalistic. He needs only to consume. Which 
leaves us with Renfield. Does he choose love or 
obsession? What to do? Well now, there’s the 
play.

– Darren Stevenson

         On
Creating

            Dracula

“The PUSH Physical Theatre adaptation of Bram Stoker’s Dracula juxtaposes 
the beauty of the best within human beings with our profound fear that we will 
succumb to the temptation of evil.  In so doing, it creates an audience experi-

ence quite unlike anything you have probably seen before.”
– Debra Ross, Kids Out and About
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Danny
Hoskins

Danny Hoskins (Writer/Renfield in Dracula) 
is an actor, director, teacher and playwright.  A 
Rochester native, he has worked regionally as 

an actor at the Hartford Stage 
Company, Alliance Theatre 
Company, Festival Theatre of 
St. Croix, Trustus Theatre and 
The Wings Theatre in NYC.  

Mr. Hoskins has toured nationally with his one 
man show, The Hamlet Project, and internation-
ally in London and Sibiu, Romania (Sibiu In-
ternational Theatre Festival) with a company he 
co-founded, Pineapple Productions.  As a direc-
tor, he’s mounted productions of Take Me Out, 
Misery, The Pillowman, Children of Eden and 
Speed the Plow.  Since returning to Rochester, 
Mr. Hoskins has performed with Blackfriars 

How do you write a play for a group of performers who don’t use dialogue? Who excel in 
an art form where the beauty and strength of their storytelling resides in their 

physical exploration of emotion, characterization, and invention? Why put words in the mouth 
of a mime? All of these extremely valid and important questions came to mind after I had said 
to Darren, “Yes! I would love to collaborate and write a play with you!” Exactly. You may laugh, 
but I went home and banged my head on my desk for a week. What came next, though, has 
been one of the most exciting, challenging, and fulfilling artistic journeys I’ve ever experienced.

And it was spawned from those very questions. How do you and why would you tell a story 
in this manner? This brings up one of the most intriguing aspects of being an artist: playing 
detective. You are charged with the goal – to tell a good story – and it is up to you and your 
fellow artists to figure out how to achieve that goal with the tools you have at your 
behest. In this case, we had all the best tools of dialogue-driven theater and mimetic 
and physical theatre, so how could we go wrong? But the challenge quickly became 
clear: how to combine them in a way that harnessed the strengths and theatrical-
ity of each while creating a symbiotic storytelling experience and not alienating 
either discipline from one another.

As we pondered the content issues, the storytelling devices, how to stay true to a 
classic tale and iconic images, where to break away and dive into originality and 
invention, we always were coming back to the issues around our two schools of 
theatre: physical/mimetic and dialogue/character-driven theatre. And as we all 
worked our way through this challenge, I believe we have created something quite 
original, something quite striking and hopefully – what is at the heart of all good 
storytelling – something engaging, challenging and moving for you, the audience, 
to behold.

I know it’s something I’ve never experienced before and it’s something that has 
made be a better artist, a better collaborator, and a better storyteller. We all are fa-
miliar with the tale of Dracula, with a tale of love and fear and the draw of eternal 
life, but I hope that the story that unfolds before you tonight will not only provide 
what all good stories do, but will also open you up to something you’ve never seen 
before. A new way to hear, to see, to experience what we always come to the theatre 
to enjoy: a good story.
                                                                – Danny Hoskins

Theatre, JCC CenterStage, PUSH Physical 
Theatre and Rochester Children’s Theatre. He 
serves on the Board of Directors at Blackfriars 
Theatre, as a performance educator for Teach-
ing and Training by Design, a theatre-based 
corporate training firm, and teaches acting at 
both SUNY Brockport and the University of 
Rochester. As a playwright, he has penned two 
original pieces, The Yukan Duit Murder Mystery 
and The Year Santa Forgot Christmas, both hav-
ing their world premieres at Elmira College in 
Elmira, NY in 2005.  His musical, Raise Your 
Sword, received its debut workshop produc-
tion at JCC Centerstage in 2008 and another 
of his adaptations, Dracula, received its world 
premiere at Geva Theatre Center with PUSH 
Physical Theatre in 2009. Mr. Hoskins holds an 
MFA from the University of South Carolina.

On
              Writing Dracula

for PUSH
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Promotional Media
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All marketing assets available for download at: goo.gl/JFXPHR
Posters:

Web Graphics:



Distribution Cards:
front back
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Computer Desktops:

Post Cards:
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Video: See the video now: https://youtu.be/5_bx98MOcTw or your phone to scan the QR code.


